
I did my first Isagenix program in Feburary 2005.
I was tired, stressed out and overworked. I was also afraid that my health
was failing. I was 35 pounds overweight. (Truly depressing.) I was drinking
coffee all day for energy and finally I got to the point where I started to add
Red Bull to my menu.

That's when I knew I had to change something. And fast.

I called a friend who knew a guy who was using these products.
I asked the guy (whose name was Peter) to sign me up.
"I just want to feel better!"

Peter suggested I create a small support group of some friends who would
like to join me. That way we could all cheer each other on and, at the same
time, be accountable to each other. (That's the secret weapon, guys!) We
all got the products around the same time and chose a day to start. Then
we just followed the directions, supported one another and were
awestruck by our results.

I've always been neurotic about my weight.
I was a professional actress for most of my career. In my experience, most
actresses are neurotic about staying thin. Now, being 35 pounds over-
weight and addicted to sugar, I was seriously afraid of stepping on a scale.

Then I decided to just look at this whole thing as a "scientific experiment."
That made getting on the scale a lot easier. I weighed and measured (as you
will find in "Track Your Progress" and followed the schedule. I allowed the
nutrition to do its work and let my body respond on its own time. What the
heck? If it's just a science experiment, then I don't have to get all emotional
about the process.

I was flabbergasted to drop 11 lbs and 21 inches within a few weeks.
Even better, I was never hungry and my energy went through the roof.
I felt like someone had switched the lights on in my brain. My friends
were experiencing similar results. I kept on doing back-to-back programs
and got to be smaller than I'd ever been before.

My sugar cravings disappeared completely.
That was a miracle. I had struggled all my life with food...
binging, bulimic, anorexic and just plain... crazy.
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I thought that if I crumbled
all the cookies before I ate them,
it would disperse all the calories!

It's fun to feel like this!

Stay Healthy in a Toxic World
by Udana Power

www.TheFriendchise.com



It turns out that Peter knew the founder and Master Formulator
of Isagenix. John Anderson. Peter was learning how the products
worked directly from John and was sharing his knowledge with us.

That's when I learned that Isagenix was never intended to
be a weight loss program. Weight loss just happens to be
a by-product of its cellular cleansing technology.

And that was the beginning.
Now, 15 years later, Isagenix has changed everything
about every part of my life for the better.

Both my friends had significant health challenges when
they started. Those mysteriously disappeared in the
first few months and have not returned to this day.

And Peter Greenlaw has co-written 4 books with doctors
and is a keynote speaker at major conferences all over
the world.

There are 3 things I want to bring to your attention.

1) Your body knows how to heal itself.
2) Our regular food supply has lost 85% of it's nutrional value
3) Pharmaceutical drugs don't heal you.

They just stop symptoms. For a while.

1) Isagenix supports the body's natural functions.
Your 70 billion cells are programmed to absorb nutrients
and repair themselves. At the same time, they throw
off waste. It's a self-healing machine...that is, if we
don't interrupt the process.

Only thing is...just living, eating and breathing in today's
world interferes with the process.

"We live in Toxic Soup."
That's a direct quote from a doctor at Mt. Sinai Medical Center in New York.
We are eating, breathing, drinking chemicals and rubbing them into our
skin. Most of them are untested individually. All of them are untested in the
multiple combinations we ingest every day.
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My friend, Peter Greenlaw, has written 4 books and
done over 1,500 lectures all over the world.

Peter's first book details the science
behind the cleanse. Get it on Amazon.
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In order to keep those toxins from getting absorbed into our internal
organs, the body stuffs them into fat cells. That's the jiggly fat called
cellulite. Amazingly, that's the fat that disappears when this nutritional
system is used correctly.

One of the reasons Isagenix works so well is that it actually addresses the
underlying reason for fat storage.
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Every newborn baby has over 300 toxic chemicals in its bloodstream.
Dr. Joseph Pizzorno, ND, co-author of The Encyclopedia of Natural
Medicine, writes that the 8 main ways toxins damage our body are:

1) Toxins poison enzymes so they don't work properly.
2) Toxins displace structural minerals, resulting in weaker

bones.
3) Toxins damage the organs.
4) Toxins damage DNA, which increases the rate of aging

and degeneration.
5) Toxins modify gene expression.
6) Toxins damage cell membranes so they don't respond

properly.
7) Toxins interfere with hormones and cause imbalance.
8) And the worst problem of all:

Toxins actually impair your ability to detoxify.

2) Scientific studies have uncovered something shocking.
In order for us to get the same amount of nutrition that our grandparents
got from one bowl of spinach, we now have to eat 43 bowls of spinach.

Another study reports that it takes 27 apples to give us the same nutrition
that one apple gave our grandparents. Who is going to eat 43 bowls of
spinach a day?

Does that mean I'm 43 times weaker?
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Minerals in the soil are disappearing because of farming practices.
Two-time Nobel Prize winner, Dr. Linus Pauling, PhD, said, "You can
trace every sickness, every disease and every ailment to a mineral
deficiency." John loaded all these products with 72 ionic minerals
and trace minerals.

Without minerals, your body cannot absorb vitamins. Basically, minerals
are the delivery system. Without minerals, vitamins are worhless.

Dr. Pauling actually knows.
He earned 45 PhDs and is the only individual EVER to have been
awarded two Nobel Prizes on his own.

"Optimum nutrition is the
medicine of tomorrow."
- Dr. Linus Pauling, PhD
2 Time Nobel Prize winner
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3) We all expect that if we get sick, a doctor will fix us with a pill.
Nope. Pharmaceutical drugs are designed to mask symptoms. They don't
actually heal anything. And sometimes they even cause other problems.

I'm not anti-medication.
Believe me, if I break a bone or have to have a root canal,
I definitely want the doctor to give me drugs. Even so,the
point is to use medication to mask symptoms only long
enough so the body can relax and heal itself.

To heal, cells require good, usable nutrition.

That's what John designed Isagenix to do.
The 72 ionic minerals and trace minerals
are the delivery system for all the vitamins.

That's why thousands of people have
experienced such amazing results. Over
500 people have lost over 100 lbs and
kept it off for years.

The dense nutrition in the products maintains
elasticity in the skin and has helped our
IsaBody Challengers release that weight
without causing loose, sagging skin.

When you order your first system...
a big box will show up on your doorstep.
Print out the Cleanse Overview and Tracking Sheets.
They will guide you through the program the way that
John Anderson designed it. It will transform your life.

There are many variations out on the internet, however this
is John's original protocol. I invite you to put it to the test.

There are other materials online that explain how the products work.
You can also find Clinical Studies that show how Isagenix beats out the
Heart Healthy Diet by approximately 50% in every category.

I have included them in the section Handy Admin Things.
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This is my friend, Jill B. She dropped over 130 lbs,
won the IsaBody Challenge, has kept it off for
years and just married the man of her dreams.
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Most people just want something that really works and tastes good.
Aside from that, they are glad to know that someone with lots of
letters after their name knows how it all works, has written that
down and loaded it up to the web. (www.IsagenixHealth.net)

What REALLY matters is: Do the products work?
Absolutely. Put them to the test yourself.

Join the IsaBody Challenge in your back office.
Or at www.IsaBodyChallenge.com.
You'll get free coaching from health professionals.
At the same time, the company will reward you with
$200 worth of FREE products just by completing
the 16 week program.

This is about YOUR body. It's the only one you have.
Some of us take better care of our cars than we do our bodies.

You can purchase a new car.
You only have one body to last your whole life.

Treat it well and it will treat you well.

Yes.. the body of your dreams is
waiting to come out!

This is my friend, Jeff B.
He's in his late 50s.

NOTE: No flabby skin. This is what I mean
about muscle definition.
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